


‘Acceptable’ Model of Convective Flow

Matches the convection−related data:
  global free−air gravity anomalies
  tectonic plate velocities
  core−mantle boundary topography −
  especially the dynamic CMB ellipticity
  dynamic surface topography

Is consistent with total mantle heat flow at surface:
  34 TeraWatts

Is consistent with 3−D structure observed in global seismic
tomographic models:
  especially the dominance of very long wavelength hetero−
  geneity in bottom 1000 km of Earth’s lower mantle
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+_C     =  - 0.5220 0.12 km

the bottom 1000 km of the mantle are mainly responsible for
the excess CMB ellipticity.

Convection induced stresses predicted using 3-D seismic
models can explain this excess CMB flattening. In particular,
the buoyancy forces associated with the "mega-plumes" in

Gwinn et al., 1986 ][

Mantle Convection and Dynamic CMB Ellipticity

Constraints from Observed Free Core Nutation Periods

Forte, Mitrovica & Woodward, Geophys. Res. Lett., 22, 1013-1016, 1995[ ]

Nonhydrostatic Excess  CMB Ellipticity :

from Measurements of Free Core Nutation Periods

The significant discrepancy between measured and predicted
nutation periods implies an excess CMB ellipticity :

Constraints on Excess Ellipticity of the Core−Mantle Boundary



































Conclusions

=> a red spectrum of temperature heterogeneity in bottom
     1000 km of the lower mantle

The radial viscosity profile inferred from global convection data
possesses a low−viscosity channel in the asthenosphere (~ 200 km
depth) and two high−viscosity peaks in the lower mantle near
1000 km and 2000 km depth.

The high viscosity near 2000 km depth produces a strong shift to
a very long wavelength of flow at depths greater than 1600 km,
with individual shorter wavelength upwelling plumes at shallower
depths

The two lower−mantle ¨mega−plumes¨ below the central Pacific 

despite the presence of chemical heterogeneity.

has revealed that:
Our analysis of the PRESENT DAY dynamics of Earth´s lower

Ocean and below Africa are buoyant, actively upwelling structures

PRESENT−DAY


